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but lasting ways.
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Foreword
Here we have Major General Aviator Muhammad Al Hassan Ali Al Neami, flying up in the open and daring skies
with enduring memories, the wings of vision, and a remarkable mission in life that really began when he was an aviation student in the beautiful state of Alabama, in the great
United States of America, in the fateful year 1983.
These beautiful memories are carefully culled and collected as he retraces his steps and recalls the smallest details
of the memorable time he spent and the ever reminiscent
events he witnessed in the state of Alabama. The major general offers us his wonderful experience in a vivid style of his
own that makes your journey through this eventful book a
colourful inspiration that he lavishly shares with you.
This book presents to us a truly remarkable example of a
foreign Middle Eastern student who bravely left his home
country to study abroad in the most advanced Western country. His main concern was to be a diligent student and excel
in his study, while yet bearing other noble concerns high on
his contemplative mind: that of his own dear and beloved
country, the larger Arab and Islamic world, and indeed that
of humanity at large.
Major General Muhammad presents to us a unique example of an outstanding army personnel in the Land Force who
has risen with distinction from a humble student pilot in Alabama to a modest major general in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. Though deeply imbibed in the Land Force culture of
strong discipline, and the constant and vigilant call of duty
with its busy schedule in this tough and rigorous career, he
never gave up the burning desire to try his hand at the pen.
He was never oblivious to the incessant whispers deep in
his hounding soul or the cravings of the restless and inquisitive mind of the intellectual. He always felt that he had a
personal vision and mission to accomplish in the dedicated
service of his country and the love for his religion.
viii
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This book is not only a detailed account of the life of the
Saudi pilot, but it is also a cultural defence of the attitude of
oneself towards the other. While cruising through the pages
of this book, you will discover the pilot diving deep into the
abstract clouds of the human ego, of a man with a vision and
mission, particularly towards people of the West with whom
he became intimate.
In this sense, his Memoirs constitute a living witness to
the illustrious but intriguing life of the Western man and his
culture. The author begins by taking you from the simple
day-to-day life, chores, and mundane events to major human issues. He is propelled in this endeavour by a blend of
encyclopaedic knowledge, deep vision, a sense of mission,
the call of duty, passion, and perseverance—all presented in
a lively, fluent, and lucid style.
After reading the complete manuscript, I may well ask:
Was he just an accomplished pilot or an incredible historian,
philosopher, intellectual, and social reformer? An astounding man indeed! You may find that he is all these. You have
here the Memoirs of a Saudi pilot recounting his life experiences in the beautiful state of Alabama, worthy of reading
and cherishing.
Dr. Abdulhameed Seif Ahmed Al Hosami
Associate Professor of Literature & Criticism
King Khalid University
Abha, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Ramadan 1, 1433 AH

The Memoirs
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Chapter One

My Arrival in the USA

✈
In a strange blend of excitement and anxiety, I arrived in the
great United States of America in 1983 to attend a helicopter
training course with a group of scholarship students sponsored by the government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
The purpose was to establish a core of pilot officers in the
Royal Saudi Land Forces. It all started off at Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas, where I was taking an aviation-related English course. This was followed by specialized theoretical and practical training programs on Helicopter Aviation at Fort Rucker, near Dothan, Alabama. After
graduation, I received hands-on training at Fort Campbell,
Kentucky, and then continued in training, maintenance, and
supply for a total of three discrete years between 1983 and
1989.
As a native Arab of the Muslim faith arriving in the USA
for the first time, I quite naturally had to adapt to Western
lifestyle and culture during my training and aviation career,
which lasted for more than twenty-four years. Savouring my
wonderful experience some thirty years later, I wanted to
put on record in a memoir the story of my life, the many
years I spent with the Americans interacting with military
personnel and civilians alike, and the intriguing Western
press and media. It was an attempt to represent views, feelings, thoughts, and visions from my own perspective about
American society. Major events occurred between 1983 and
2011. Thus, what is written represents only very quick snapshots by a Saudi pilot who lived in America and experienced
Western life in a unique and special way.
1
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In the midst of this experience, I found myself constantly
in what I call a defensive awareness situation, where I had
to defend or at least explain myself, my country, and my
religion as a Saudi Arab Muslim in the context of Western
society, which has its own conceptions about us—which,
unfortunately, are mostly premised on wrong assumptions,
prejudice, or outright ignorance. These conceptions are instilled by media hype and goal-oriented education to serve
aims that cannot achieve the interests of Westerners and are
not truly consistent with the fundamentals of freedom and
democracy that the West itself claims to defend and seeks
to promote everywhere. Yet when it comes to freedom and
democracy in the Arab and Islamic world, they take a rather
baffling and adverse course, clearly pointing to what might
be dubbed double standards—if not outright hypocrisy.
I have deliberately removed the true names of colleagues
and others as much as possible for the sake of confidentiality
and privacy. My sole intention here, first and foremost, is
to give an account of thirty years of critical observations of
coexistence in Western society and to discuss a range of pertinent views and relevant concepts that may benefit readers
in both the Middle East and Western society. Indeed, many
Middle Easterners who shared my experience and background held the same views. You will find much of what
I have mentioned in lots of other works and stories, and on
websites. Each man writes in his own way, from a different
but rich perspective about a foreigner in a strange land.
I would also like to note that I have made use of social
media—such as Facebook, Twitter, and chat rooms—that
gather international co-workers and classmates of Helicopter Aviation to discuss various technical specialties and
any other topics of common interest. I took the courage to
discuss my true thoughts about Arabs and Muslims, which
provoked a barrage of highly sensitive responses, back
and forth, but with frankness and remarkable transparency
among all concerned participants.
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Finally, my Memoirs were driven by the incessant requests and encouragement of my Western friends who also
contributed in eventually establishing the correct understanding and true image of Arabs and Muslims. Hence, my
Memoirs are basically addressed to my Western friends, especially those in the State of Alabama. I, therefore, humbly
bequeath my fellow Arab readers to excuse my deliberate
lengthy discussion of some issues that are axioms for them,
but may mean much and are crucially important in correcting the many wrongs and misguided concepts of Westerners
about Arabs and Muslims.
May Allah, The Creator, guide our steps.
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